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FRANTISEK MACHALA, Olomouc 
(Received December 31, 1992) 
Any context J can be uniquely assigned a complete concept lattice L j (see 
e.g. [3]). In this paper we describe substructures in J such that their concept lattices 
are all complete sublattices in L j . As a consequence a characterization of contexts 
with distributive or modular concept lattices is obtained. Another characterization 
for distributive lattices is given in [1]. 
Definition 1. A context is a triple J? = (G, M, I) where G and M are sets and 
ICG x M. For B C M, B ^ 0, we put Bl = {g G G | g I m Vm G B} and 0+ = G. 
For A C G, A ^ 0, we put A* = {m G M \g I mVg G A} and 0 r = M. Let further 
An = {A^)±, B^ = (B±y. 
R e m a r k 1. From Definition 1 we have: Bx C B2 => B^ C B\ for Bx, B2 C M, 
and Ax C A2 => A\ C A\ for Au A2 C G. 
ACG, A = An&3BCM, Bx = A, 
f)B}= (\jBi)\ B{CM V iGF 
iei iei 
Theorem 1. If J = (G,MJ) is a context and Q = {A C G | A = An}, then 
(Q,C) is a partially ordered set with unit element G. If we put /\ A\ = f] Ai, 
iei iei 
( f| A\] = \J Ai for Ai £Q Vi G I, then Lj = (Q, A, V) is a complete lattice. 
Kiei J iei 
R e m a r k 2. The lattice from Theorem 1 is called the concept lattice of J^. 
Suppose Ai G Q Vi G I and let B{ C M, B\ = A{ Vi G I. Then (\ A{ = {\ B\ = 
(u-^vWn-җr)*. 
Ч г Є / ' ІЄ/ V ѓ Є / 7 
ІЄІ iЄІ 
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Let J = (G, M, I) be a context. For any subset B C M we put B = {C C M \ 
C± = B±} and DB = U_C Then JD* = ( [) cY = f)_C± = B± holds and 
_ CeB VCGB ^ C<EB 
hence DB G B. 
Definition 2. Let ^ = (G,M,I) be a context. A non-empty set Jt C 2 M is 
admissible in ^ if for any non-empty subset & C J< 
(1) there exists X € JK such that |J B eX, 
Bess _ 
(2) there exists F e l such that f| B^ G Y. 
R e m a r k 3. Examples of admissible sets in a context ^ : 
a) J( = 2M, 
h) Jf = {B}, where B C M . 
c) If ^ is an admissible set in J , then ^ = (J B, D^ = {DB \ B e J£} are 
BeM 
also admissible sets in J?, and J(, DJC Q Jt < 
Theorem 2. Let J = (G,M,I) be a context. 
1. If Jf is an admissible subset in J, then L\ = {B^ | B G Jt} is a complete 
sublattice ofLj. 
2. Let L\ be a complete sublattice of the lattice L j . Let us consider a subset 
J£ C 2M such that B^ E L\ VH e Jf and for any x G L\ there exists X £ J£ such 
that X^ = x. Then J( is an admissible subset in J'. 
P r o o f . 1. Evidently L\ C L j . Let &/ C L\, srf ^ 0. Then there exists a (non-
empty) subset SB C Jt such that sJ = {Bl \ B e &}. We get A&/ = f\ Bl = 
Bess 
( (J B) . By (1), there i s l G l such that IJ B G X, i.e. Mrf G Li. Further, 
^ Bess ' Bess 
\J &/ = ( p | B^) and by (2) there is Y G Jt with f] B^ G F , which means 
BЄSS ' BЄSS 
V st ЄL\. 
,1 
2. Consider SS C ^ , ^ 7- 0. We have A W U -S) € Li- H e n c e t h e r e 
B€^ ^ Bess ' 
exists X e J? such that X^ = ( |J H) and thus IJ B £ X. Simultaneously 
^ Bess ' Bess 
we have V B^ = ( f] B^ ) G L\. Similarly as in the previous case there exists 
Bess ^ Bess '_ 
Y eJf such that f | B^ eY. D 
Bess 
R e m a r k 4. If JK\ is an admissible set in a context J1, L\ the sublattice in 
Lj corresponding to Jt\ by 1 of Theorem 2, and M2 the admissible set in ^ by 2 
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of Theorem 2, then Jt\ = Jt<i (see Remark 3c)). If Li is a complete sublattice in 
L j , Jt the admissible set in J corresponding to Li by 2 of Theorem 2 and L2 the 
lattice corresponding to Jt by 1 of Theorem 2, then Li = L2-
Definition 3. Let J? = (G,M,I) be a context, Gi, Mi subsets of G, M and 
Ii C Gi x Mi. If Ii C I, then the context J?\ = (G\,M\,h) is embedded in J . If 
Ii = I n (Gi x Mi), then J\ is a subcontext of the context ^ . 
Definition 4. Let ^ = (G, M, I) be a context and Jt C 2 M an admissible set 
in ^ / . Put Mi = \J B, d = [J B± and let for g e Gx, m e Mx: g h m <S> 
B^M BeM 
3B e Jt', m e B, g e Bl. The context J>'j( = (G\,M\,h) is Jt-embedded in ^ . 
R e m a r k 5. In Definition 4 we have Mi C M, Gi C G and g h m =t> g I m. 
Hence the context ^j( is embedded in J! by Definition 3. 
R e m a r k 6. Let J?j( = (G\,M\,h) be a context ^-embedded in a context 
J = (G,M,I). By (2), there exists X e Jt such that f| B^ e X. Moreover, 
B^M 
KGMi,Gi = K+ holds. 
Theorem 3. If ^\^ = (G\,Mi,h) is a context Jt-embedded in a context ^ = 
(G,M,I), then the lattice LjM is a complete sublattice of the lattice Lj and 
V „ = {B^\BG J?}. 
P r o o f . The symbol | from Definition 1 will be written in J'JC on the left and 
in J? on the right (as usual). Hence for any sets C C Mi : ^C = {g e G\ \ g I\ 
c\/ceC} and L j M = {
lC \ C C Mi}. By Remark 5, +C C Gi 0 C+. Let % <1 Jt, 
@ ^ 0, and put D = U B.lige L>+, then g I dVde D. Moreover, for any d e D 
B^gs 
there is B e £8, i.e. B e Jt, such that d e B and since g I d, we have g e B^. 
Consequently, g h d and g e ^D. Hence D^ C ^D and therefore D^ = lD. 
Consider any set C C Mi and let g e ^C. Then g h m Vra e C. For any m e C 
there exists Bm e Jt such that ra e I?m and g e L?m. If we put D = \J Bm, then 
mec 
C C D. Because D C Mi, we get, by Remark 1, ±D C +C and hence LH C +C. 
Moreover, g <E f| BL = ( U Bm) = L>; and +C C L>+. That means +C = I>K 
mGC ^ m £ C ' 
Since ^# is an admissible set in ^ , by (1) there exists a set X e Jt such that 
D = U #m e X, so L>+ = X± and +C = K+. 
mGC 
By Theorem 2, Li = {Bl \ B e Jt} is a complete sublattice in Lj. By the 
preceding, Li = Lj. The lattice operations in Li and LjM are the same, and 
hence the lattices Li and L j ^ coincide. D 
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Theorem 4. Let J = (G, M, I) be a context and Li a complete sublattice of 
the lattice L j . Let us consider a set ./// C 2M such that B^ G Li VH G J/ and 
for any element x G Li there exists B G J/ such that B^ = x. If J^ is a context 
.^/-embedded in J, then the lattices L\ and L j # coincide. 
P r o o f . By Theorem 2, ^/// is an admissible set in J . If we consider a context 
Jfji ^-embedded in J, then, by Theorem 3, LjM = {B
l \ B G J/} = Lx. • 
R e m a r k 7. The equality LjM^ = --'</^2 may hold for different sets J/y, J/2 
in J (see Remark 4 and e.g. [2]). 
Theorem 5. Let Jj{ = [G\,M\,1\) be a context J/-embedded in a context 
J = (G, M, I). The following conditions are equivalent (the mapping I is denoted 
in the context J on the right and in the context J\# on the left): 
V JJt is a sub context in J . 
2. For g G Gi, m G Mi we have g I m ---> g I\ m. 
3. For any m G AIi we have +{m} = {m}^ n Gi. 
4. For any sets B C Mi we have lB = Bl n Gi . 
P r o o f of this theorem is easy D 
By using well-known theorems of the lattice theory we get 
Theorem 6. Consider a context J . The concept lattice Lj is distributive 
(modular) if and only if there is no context J/-embedded in J with the concept 
lattice isomorphic to the lattices in Figs. 1, 2 (Fig. 2). 
Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
E x a m p l e s . 1. Consider the context J = (G,M,I) in Fig. 3, where G 
and M are sets of points and the relation I is denoted by segments connecting 
the corresponding points. Then J/ = {{m2}, {m2 ,m3}, {m2 ,m 6}, {m2,7??3,7n5}, 
{m 2 ,m 3 ,m 6 } , {m2 ,m3 ,m5,m6}} is an admissible set in J . Fig. 4 shows the J/-
embedded context J^ while in Fig. 5 we see the lattice L j ^ (JM is a subcontext 
in J). By Theorem 6 the lattice L j is not modular. Fig. 6 shows the lattice L j 






Fig. 5 Fig. 6 
2. Let us consider the context J? = (G, M, I), where M is the set of planes of the 
extended three-dimensional Euclidean space E3, G is the set of points of this space 
and I the usual incidence relation. Hence for m G M, {m}^ is the set of points of the 
plane m. In Fig. 7 a sublattice L\ of the lattice L j is shown. The unit element is 
Fig. 7 
the set of all points of E3, i.e. 1 = G = 0^. The elements a, b are the sets of points of 
some planes mi, m2, i.e. a = {mi}^, b = {m2p. An element c is a set of all points of 
the line r which is a meet of planes mi, m2, i.e. c = {mi,m2^. The elements p, g, . . . 
are one-point sets of c (points of the line r) We have {p} = {mi,m2,m}^, where m 
is a plane such that p £ {m}^, r £ {m}^. Evidently {mi,m2,m,n}^ = 0 where m, 
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n are the planes defined by the preceding two different points. By Theorem 2 the 
set Jt = {B C M | B^ G Li} is admissible in ^ and determines the ^-embedded 
context ^JI = (Gi ,Mi , I i ) in J . Then the relation Ix satisfies 
g G {mi}1 => g Ii mi, 
g G {m 2 }
i =l> gIi m2, 
g G {mi,m2}
4 ' Ag G {m}4-, m G Mi =-> o Ii m. 
For other points g € G and planes m e M the relation Ii is not defined. By 
Theorem 4 we obtain L^/^ = Li- The context ^ ^ is embedded in J?, but it is 
not a subcontext in ^ with a concept lattice L\. 
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